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Why seek 
Professional 
Registration?

Registration as a Engineering Technician (EngTech), Incorporated 
Engineer (IEng) or Chartered Engineer (CEng):

Identifies you as having valuable competencies and commitment to 
your profession.

Sets you apart as a highly skilled professional who works in an 
ethical and sustainable manner.

Shows that your competencies have been independently assessed 
and are internationally recognised.

Demonstrates your commitment to employers, clients, colleagues 
and your profession as a whole.



Why seek 
Professional 
Registration?

Can also:

Increase your earning potential

Advance your career progression

Provide greater career mobility

Give you opportunities to exchange and enhance knowledge 
within communities of practice to support continuous 
professional development for yourself and others



Value of 
Professional 
Registration 
to employers

Employing registered engineers is a clear indicator of 
Professional Competency when being Audited by external 
agencies. 

Registered engineers are an assurance that practices and 
procedures are under control and operating at the 
appropriate level of quality aligned to national and 
international standards / contracted agreements.

It is becoming common practice for employers to require 
staff, who hold positions of responsibility (certification sign 
off), to be Professionally Registered with an appropriate 
Professional Engineering Institution.



What 
registration 
does IExpE 

offer?

Engineering Technicians (EngTech) 

- apply proven techniques and procedures to the 
solution of practical engineering problems.

Incorporated Engineers (IEng) 

- maintain and manage applications of current and 
developing technology, and may undertake engineering 
design, development, manufacture, construction and 
operation.

Chartered Engineers (CEng) 

- develop solutions to engineering problems using new or 
existing technologies, through innovation, creativity and    
change and/or they may have technical accountability for 
complex systems with significant levels of risk.



UK-SPEC

The UK SPEC sets out the threshold generic competence and commitment 
standards for registration as an Engineering Technician, Incorporated 

Engineer or Chartered Engineer, and includes some examples of the kind of 
evidence that would help to demonstrate these.

There are five generic areas of competence and commitment for all 
registrants, broadly covering:

A - Knowledge and understanding

B - Design and development of processes, systems, services and products

C - Responsibility, management or leadership

D - Communication and inter personal skills

E - Professional commitment



A B C D E

Ability to 
work with 
technology

Apply 
engineering 

methods

Project, process 
and resource 

skills

Communication 
and team skills

Professional 
approach

Competence 
demonstrated through 

education and a 
candidate’s personal 

technical contribution

Commitment 
demonstrated through 
a candidate’s common 

skills

UK-SPEC



What does 
IExpE offer?

Become a member – It is necessary to be a member of IExpE to access the process.

Go to the IExpE website – the application process and forms can be accessed via www.iexpe.org on the ‘’Careers  & 
Development’’ area of the website.

GET A MENTOR or PRA

Complete the application form and statement of competence – document your competence and commitment. List your 
education, your work history and submit your references. Work through the Statement of Competences with your 
Professional Registration Advisor (PRA) listing your workplace evidence in line with the criteria laid out in the UK-SPEC. 
Please remember applications are typically more successful where the advice of a PRA has been taken. 

Submit and pay – Return the forms and supporting documents to vickihall@iexpe.org. Payment can be made 
over the phone, via bank transfer or cheque. 

How do I 
apply?

http://www.iexpe.org/
mailto:vickihall@iexpe.org








UK-SPEC 
Competencies

Improved guidance on how thoroughly applicants need to demonstrate each 
competence:

A Chartered/Incorporated Engineer/Engineering Technician will be able to 
demonstrate their competence in all of the areas listed, but the depth and extent of 
their experience and competence will vary with the nature and requirements of their 
role. They will demonstrate a level of competence and commitment in each area (A1 E5) 
at a level which is consistent with their specific role.

It is to be expected that they will have a higher level of competence in some areas 
than others and their role may provide limited experience in certain areas.

However, they need to demonstrate an understanding of, and familiarity with, the key 
aspects of competence in all areas as a minimum requirement while demonstrating 
higher levels of competence in those areas which are critical to their role.

Overall, they must demonstrate an appropriate balance of competences to perform 
their role effectively at Chartered/Incorporated Engineer/Engineering Technician level.



Examples and Q&A
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